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SURVEY FOR BRAVE REINVENTERS WHO WILL BE FEATURED
IN THE REINVENTION PODCAST

Please reply to the questions using full sentences. This reflection journal will be the guidebook for the
conversation we might have during the episode.
Feel free to add anything that is important to you.

1. How did you come up with your reinvention idea?
2. What were the circumstances that allowed/caused your reinvention?
3. What challenged you most at first, and/or during the transition.
4. What strengths, skills or competencies have you used for your change?
5. Is there something specific that particularly helped you to see new opportunities?
6. What personal or professional values have you honored during your reinvention?
7. Did you use specific techniques or tools to unleash your creativity and visualize your future? If so please can

you name them and add URLs or book titles where possible?
8. Do you have any creative or practical tips that you would like to share?
9. What is your biggest learning since you embarked on your new career?
10. If you could write a message in a bottle to yourself at the beginning of the Reinvention process, what would

this say?
11. What advice can you give others who want to reinvent themselves too that you think will  encourage them to

take the leap.
12. How has networking helped you with your business? Can you tell me how you prefer to network? Facebook,

blogging, face-to-face or do you belong to any clubs or networks?
13. Have you ever engaged a coach, mentor or career coach? If not, why not and if so, how did this help you?
14. Did you undertake any study or research prior to launching your business? If so, can you tell me a little more

about that?
15. What are the three main ways you actively market your business? Social media? Paid-for advertising, flyers,

business clubs? How successful do you find them?
16. Your age when you started your business
17. Your nationality
18. The country in which you were born
19. The country in which you started your business
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Thank you for completing this survey. Please indicate how you would like to be referred to in the podcast (please put
an X beside your choice):

My first name_____________________A false name____________________________

My nationality_____________________A different nationality______________________

My current country_________________A different country________________________

My business name is_____________________________________________________

My website is:___________________________________________________________

Yes, I give Sara Coggiola permission to use my answers in her podcast show Reinvention in between and other
related media.

Signed________________________________________Dated_______________________
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